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1. Welcome and Opening Remarks 

Mr. Pearson opened the meeting and welcomed participants.  
 
2. Round Table Introductions and Adoption of the Agenda 

Following round table introductions, Mr. Pearson drew attention to the agenda; no additions were 
proposed and it was adopted as circulated. 

 
3. Vehicle Weight and Dimension Regulations in Canada - Update on Issues and Developments  

Mr. Pearson reminded participants that the meeting provides an open forum for government and industry 
representatives to discuss issues pertaining to vehicle weight and dimension limits in Canada.  He thanked 
participants for attending and recognized the commitment from governments, industry and dedicated 
individuals to the mechanism and the discussions. He explained that, in most cases, decisions on 
proposals for changes in standards cannot be taken by the Task Force at the meeting and would require 
consideration and endorsement by each government individually and collectively by the Council of 
Deputy Ministers Responsible for Transportation and Highway Safety before being reflected in the 
national Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on interprovincial vehicle weights and dimensions. 
 
a) National Developments 

Mr. Pearson provided a presentation (Attachment 2) with background on the Task Force and the MOU.  
He noted that the seventh amendment to the MOU had been completed in 2011. He highlighted summary 
information which is available through the Task Force’s website at 
http://www.comt.ca/english/programs/trucking/index.html.   

 
b) Provincial and Territorial Developments  

In round table review the following reports were provided: 
 
Yukon 
Mr. Warkentin reported that Yukon had undertaken an ambitious project to update weights and 
dimensions regulations in the Territory. He noted that requests had been received from Alaska to revise 
length limits and that the matter is being reviewed. 
 
Nunavut 
Mr. Demcheson noted that Nunavut is also revising its Motor Vehicle Act and regulations and will look 
to have the documents through legislature next year. 
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Alberta 
Ms. Durdle highlighted: 

- Alberta’s High Load Corridor consists of designated highways on which utility lines have been 
buried or raised; permit fees paid by users of the corridor (approximately $1 million per year) are 
invested in further development of the corridor. 

- Implementation of the Transportation Routing and Vehicle Information System (TRAVIS) is in 
progress, with expectations that it will be operational by spring 2013. 

- Approval has recently been granted for permitting extra weight on LNG-powered tractors.  
- Work on the New West Partnership continues between Alberta, British Columbia and 

Saskatchewan. 
- The MOU on turnpike doubles has been resolved and changes are expected to be implemented 

soon.  
- Results are expected in February 2013 from a hitch offset study, conducted in partnership with 

Saskatchewan and FP Innovations, on trailers weighing under 10,000 kg.  
- The results of a study conducted at Laval University about wide base single tires are being 

reviewed by the Province’s pavement engineers prior to considering the weight reductions on axles 
fitted with such tires. 

 
Saskatchewan 
Mr. Cipywnyk reported that the New West Partners are continuing to work on a number of issues and that 
permitting in Western Canada should be simplified as a result.   
 
He also noted that Saskatchewan has implemented a high clearance corridor in the Province that connects 
with Alberta’s high load corridor.  He explained that the corridor currently connects east-east and a north-
south expansion is being considered.  
 
Manitoba 
Ms. McKee reported that efforts to harmonize with Saskatchewan continue. 
 
She also noted that: 

- Tridem drive configurations will be permitted for general freight. 
- Jurisdictions are close to signing an agreement on long combination vehicle (LCV) operations in 

the west. 
- Permitting for the cities of Winnipeg and Brandon has been taken over by the Province. 

 
Ontario 
Mr. Lynch reported that tractor semi-trailers with tractor wheelbases up to 7.2 m are now recognized in 
regulation in Ontario.   
 
He also reported that, as part of Ontario’s Safe, Productive, Infrastructure-Friendly vehicles (SPIF) 
program, weight penalties are imposed on non-SPIF vehicles. 
 
With respect to LCVs, Mr. Lynch noted that Ontario is working with Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova 
Scotia towards harmonizing operating conditions. He added that the Province is aiming to increase the 
number of permits for the coming year. He also said the Province is working with industry towards 
expanding the program in a five-year plan. 
 
Mr. Lynch reported that there is an issue with aggregate vehicles being overweight and a census is being 
conducted at scales.  He explained the Province plans to work with the aggregate industry to resolve the 
issue. 
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Québec: 
Mr. Cayouette reported that the Province’s vehicle weights and dimensions regulation had been amended 
and January 2013 is the target date for its adoption.  He suggested it would eliminate 87% of special 
permits currently issued in the Province.   
 
Mr. Cayouette also reported that a permanent consultation process has been established in Québec.  He 
suggested that another regulatory change could be expected in two to three years.   
 
Mr. Cayouette also reported that discussions are ongoing regarding harmonization with New Brunswick, 
Nova Scotia and Ontario with respect to LCVs.  He indicated that new rules would be in place for 
operations in 2014. 
  
New Brunswick 
Mr. Goguen reported that:  

- New Brunswick is reviewing its permitting fees. 
- New Brunswick and Nova Scotia are working on an on-line permitting process; requirements are 

currently being identified. 
- Consultation with enforcement and safety departments had been conducted last winter regarding 

weight tolerances. 
- Commercial vehicle enforcement is enforcing speed limits in the province. 
- A new 4-lane section of Route 1 opened in late October - Route 1 is now entirely 4-lane to the 

Maine border at Calais. 
- Work is underway with Quebec on twinning the last section of Route 1 at Edmundston/Quebec 

border. 
- 12 companies are operating LCVs in the province.  

 
Prince Edward Island 
Mr. MacEwen reported that the Province is pursuing projects to upgrade the TransCanada Highway, 
including a realignment in the Churchill area. 
 
He noted that fee increases have been implemented for overweight and over-dimensional permits to make 
them more consistent with New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. 
 
Mr. MacEwen also reported that the Province would move forward with its vehicle weights and 
dimension policy work in the next year.  
 
Nova Scotia 
Mr. Balsom reported that: 

- Nova Scotia has issued three permits to date for roll-coupled trailers. 
- A special permit process review has been conducted and the report is being finalized; it is 

expected that some changes to improve the process will be implemented in the coming winter. 
- An update of Nova Scotia’s vehicle weights and dimension regulations is underway and is 

expected to be delivered to Cabinet in early 2013; the initiative is part of ongoing efforts to 
simplify the regulations.   

- A pilot project on central tire inflation technologies is being considered. 
- Efforts continue to harmonize LCV operations in the east. 
- A guide for truckers is anticipated in the spring 2013. 

 
Transport Canada 
Mr. Sébastien Richard informed participants about the recent appointment of a new Deputy Minister as 
well as other personnel changes in the federal department. 
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He highlighted work completed on boat tails in the last year and said that proposed amendments to the 
Motor Vehicle Safety Standard to allow a wider variety of rear flexible aerodynamic devices had been 
published in Canada Gazette Part 1 on October 6, 2012.  He noted that comments would be accepted until 
December 19th.  
 
Mr. Richard reported that Transport Canada is monitoring the three year pilot program about cross-border 
travel between the US and Mexico.  He noted that participation in the pilot has been low to date and the 
US Department of Transportation has expressed concerns that the pilot will not provide an adequate 
sample to be meaningful. 
 
Mr. Bayona (Transport Canada)  reported that the proposed Heavy-duty Vehicle and Engine Greenhouse 
Gas Emission Regulations had been published in Canada Gazette Part 1 in April 2012, and it is expected 
that Environment Canada will complete its work in this area in 2013. He explained the regulations would 
apply to companies manufacturing and importing new vehicles and engines and would apply to the whole 
range of full size vehicles and trucks.  In response to a question, Mr. Bayona indicated the limits set in, 
and the timing of, the regulations would be consistent with those being implemented in the United States, 
although fuel economy will not be included in the Canadian regulation.  
 
British Columbia 
In the absence of a representative from British Columbia, Mr. Pearson read notes provided by Jeff Monty, 
as follows: 

- The Province has developed and implemented a LNG tank inspection standard and permit for use 
of LNG-fueled vehicles in BC, including a weight allowance for LNG tanks and converter. 

- Tandem steer/tridem drive picker trucks will be allowed shorter wheelbases and wider tridem 
axle spreads.  In order to provide greater operational efficiency and align permit condition 
between British Columbia and Alberta, British Columbia amended Section 5.3.9 of the 
Commercial Transport Procedures Manual. The new tandem steer/tridem drive picker truck 
allowances are aligned to the information for Alberta, with the exception of the maximum legal 
weight on a tridem drive axle group: British Columbia allows 24 000 kg for tridem drive axle 
spreads without a weight permit. 

- A new user-friendly mobile web site for commercial transport in western Canada is now 
available. Under the New West Partnership Trade Agreement, the single-window website helps 
interprovincial carriers easily access trucking information from British Columbia, Alberta and 
Saskatchewan.  The new website (http://www.th.gov.bc.ca/NewWestPartnership) streamlines 
access to interprovincial travel information such as permitting, commercial transport policies, 
legislation, regulations and road conditions.   

- A mobile application for Commercial Carriers has is available at 
http://www.th.gov.bc.ca/CVSE_Mobile/index.asp 

 
4. Long Combination Vehicle Operations – Provincial and Territorial Updates 

It was noted that the status of LCV operations had been addressed in many of the preceding updates.   
 
Mr. Robert (Robert Transport) remarked that it would be helpful if LCVs could use 40’ containers as the 
lead container, rather than restricting the lead to 53’ containers.  He noted that would allow greater 
flexibility.   
 
Mr. Robert also remarked that there had been discussion during the last meeting about length limits for B 
trains to incorporate longer wheel base tractors.  He asked that the Task Force consider the request and 
provide an update as soon as possible. 
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Mr. Cipywnyk (Saskatchewan Highways and Infrastructure) reported that the four western provinces had 
established a MOU regarding LCV operations centred on turnpike doubles.  He noted that Rocky 
Mountain doubles would be addressed in future discussions.  He reported that: 

- Driver training requirements have been established. 
- An overall length limit of 41 m has been established, which does not include moose bumpers or 

rear aerodynamic devices. 
- The gross vehicle weight allowed is 63.5 tonnes. 
- Weight allowance for adjacent axle groups has been developed. 

 
Mr. Cipywnyk noted that conditions for tridem lead trailers with tandem converter dollies will be 
addressed in the future.  He also noted that a consistent approach to defining carrier eligibility is being 
sought.  

a) Triple 53’ Trailer Operations in Saskatchewan 

Mr. Cipywnyk provided a presentation (Attachment 3) about the operation of a triple 53’ trailer in 
Saskatchewan.  He explained that the vehicle is operated by Loblaws under permit and is intended to 
increase the efficiency of goods movement between Regina and Saskatoon. 
 
In response to questions, Mr. Cipywnyk acknowledged that the low-speed off-tracking performance of the 
vehicle is a concern.  He explained that on the loaded, outbound trip the vehicle follows a route with one 
ramp in which the full width is used for the turning manoeuvre.  He emphasized that the vehicle would 
not be well suited to intra-city operations.  

5. Environmental Initiatives and Developments 

a) Transportation Working Group on Energy Efficiency: SmartWay Canada Program 

Ms. Tuthill (Natural Resources Canada) provided a presentation (Attachment 4) about the SmartWay 
Transport Partnership in Canada.  She said that SmartWay provides one standardized measurement 
framework for Canada and the US and partners need only register in one country to be recognized in both. 
Ms. Tuthill explained that SmartWay collects carrier data, quality checks it, and calculates emissions rates 
that shippers and carriers can use to optimize their performance and compare themselves to others in the 
industry.   
 
Mr. Dolyniuk (Manitoba Trucking Association) inquired if the calculations consider different fuel types.  
Ms. Tuthill confirmed fuel type, including bio-diesel, is identified in the SmartWay tools.  Mr. Dolyniuk 
suggested greater benefit could be achieved by focusing on aerodynamic technologies than bio-diesel fuel 
use. 

b) Update on Transport Canada’s ecoTECHNOLOGY for Vehicles Program 

Mr. Klomp (Transport Canada) provided a presentation (Attachment 5) about Transport Canada’s 
ecoTECHNOLOGY for Vehicles Program.   He said the program coordinates testing priorities and shares 
results which are being used to inform the development of future vehicle environmental regulations, guide 
the development of safety regulations and guidelines, and support the development of industry codes that 
facilitate the integration of new vehicle technologies.   
 
In closing the presentation, Mr. Klomp offered to share a detailed overview of the work plan and testing 
campaigns planned over the next few years. 
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Mr. Robert remarked that emission requirements under the Euro 6 Standard are different than those in the 
US and Canada and recommended that standardization around the world be sought.  He indicated it would 
be cost-effective for the industry as European vehicles are more advanced but cannot be used in North 
America because of different standards and regulations.   Mr. Klomp noted that Canada and US regulators 
are monitoring developments from a global perspective. 
 
Mr. Cayouette remarked that it was interesting to learn about the federal program and inquired if a link 
has been made with existing provincial programs.  Mr. Klomp indicated that Transport Canada is working 
with its federal colleagues and is interested in additional dialogue wherever possible. 
 
Mr. Cayouette also reported that the Province had been asked to issue a special permit for an electric bus 
that is overweight, in part as a result of the number of batteries it carries.  Mr. Cayouette suggested that 
Transport Canada consider dimensional limits when reviewing fuel efficiency technologies.  

c) Results of Transport Canada’s investigation into the snow traction performance of the current 
generation of low rolling resistance tire 

Mr. Brad Richard (Transport Canada – ecoTECHNOLOGY for Vehicles Program) introduced a testing 
project undertaken jointly by Transport Canada/National Research Council to assess the traction 
performance of low rolling resistance (LRR) tires for class-8 heavy-duty vehicles in ‘packed snow’ 
conditions. Mr. Richard discussed the overall rationale and objectives of the project, and noted similar 
testing conducted by Smithers/U.S. EPA. Mr. David Chuang (National Research Council) provided a 
presentation of the TC/NRC study and key results (Attachment 6), which indicate that (based on the 
tires/conditions tested) SmartWay-verified LRR tires offer a similar level of ‘packed snow’ traction 
performance as conventional tires. 

d) Trailer Tail Update: Full Sized Boat Tails in the Field 

Mr. Grossman (ATDynamics) provided a presentation (Attachment 7) about the fuel efficiency, field 
experience and safety benefits of full sized boat tails.  

6. Canada/US Cooperation: “Beyond the Border” Initiative  

a) Beyond the Border Working Group  

Mr. MacKay (Transport Canada) reported on the Beyond the Border Action Plan 
(http://actionplan.gc.ca/en/content/perimeter-security-and-economic-competitiveness), noting that the 
focus in 2012 has been on implementation, with work in Canada led by the Privy Council Office.  He 
described a variety of transportation-related initiatives within the four themes in the action plan, which 
are: 

- Addressing threats at the earliest possible opportunity, 
- Facilitating trade, economic growth and jobs, 
- Building on successful cross-border law enforcement programs; and 
- Enhancing cross-border critical and cyber infrastructure. 

b) Regulatory Cooperation Council 

Ms. Chassé (Transport Canada) provided a presentation (Attachment 8) about the Canada-US Regulatory 
Cooperation Council (RCC).   She highlighted the objectives of the RCC and listed 11 of the 29 initiatives 
that relate to transportation. 
 
Following the presentation, Mr. McAlister (ORCA Road Safety Consultants) observed that there are some 
policy areas where Canada has shown leadership and questioned whether harmonization with the US 
would necessarily be a worthwhile objective in all cases.  Ms. Chassé said harmonization would be the 
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goal where it makes sense but noted the RCC does not have a directive to harmonize simply for the sake 
of harmonization.  
  
7. Truck Size and Weight Issues in United States: Update 

Mr. Nicholas (US Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration) and Mr. Loy (US 
Department of Transportation Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration) provided a presentation 
(Attachment 9) highlighting size and weight regulations and initiatives in the US.   
 

8. Weight and Dimension Limits and Issues 

a) Meritor 6x2 Tandem Axles for Heavy Duty Tractor-Trailer Combinations 

Mr. Hicks (Meritor, Inc.) presented an overview of Meritor 6 x 2 axle systems, highlighting some benefits 
and issues concerning weight regulations.  He noted that past concerns about traction in adverse weather 
have limited their use, but suggested that newer 6 x 2 axle systems have overcome those issues. He said 
anti-lock braking systems can detect impending low traction conditions and an automatic load transfer 
from non-driving axles to drive axles can be initiated for improved traction.  He explained that the load 
shift events are short and occur infrequently relative to total operating time or distance.  However, he 
acknowledged that the systems do not strictly comply with regulations that require the load distribution 
between two axles of a tandem to be within 1000 kg.    
 
Mr. Hicks requested that the Task Force consider the benefits of 6 x 2 axle systems and encourage 
regulation changes that would allow use of 6 x 2 axle vehicle configurations.  He suggested a 
modification or clarification could be made of the requirement that individual axle loads within a tandem 
be substantially equal to each other (within 1000 kg).  He offered to provide additional information or 
feedback from operators using this system.  
 
Mr. Cayouette inquired if it is possible for a driver to manually intervene with the system and to initiate a 
load transfer.  Mr. Hicks said that can be an option at very low operating speeds but indicated it could be 
taken completely out of the driver’s control. 
 
Mr. Cayouette also inquired if the axle systems could be installed on coach buses and Mr. Hicks said they 
could. 
 
Mr. Albrechtsen (Paul’s Hauling Ltd) remarked that the axle load limits in Canada are such that there is 
little capacity for shifting loads.  He also inquired about the impact on roll stability and Mr. Hicks 
indicated that no adverse effect had been observed. 
 
Mr. Cipywnyk  inquired if the weight transfer only occurs in winter conditions.  Mr. Hicks said it could 
also occur in wet or sandy conditions.  He added that the sensitivity of the system can be adjusted if too 
many actuations occur.  
 
b) CTA Position on Maximum Overall B Train Length – Accommodation for tractors with 

emission control technologies, larger sleeper berths and moose bumpers 

Mr. Wood (Canadian Trucking Alliance) reviewed submissions made in the past by the Canadian 
Trucking Alliance (CTA) regarding overall combination length limits for B-trains.  He reported that the 
CTA Board had approved a new position in October 2012 whereby it is seeking allowance for B-trains up 
to 27.5 m in overall length (including moose bumpers) providing the tractor wheelbase does not exceed 
6.2 m and the box length does not exceed 20 m.  He added that CTA is also seeking allowance for 27.5 m 
overall length (including moose bumpers) B-trains with tractor wheelbases greater than 6.2 m, but not 
exceeding 7.2 m, when combined with a box length of less than 20 m.  
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Mr. Wood said that CTA is conducting comprehensive dynamic performance analyses which will 
accompany a formal request on this matter to the Task Force.  He indicated the analysis is expected to be 
completed by early 2013 and that CTA is seeking a commitment from the Task Force to review the 
analyses and consider an amendment to the national MOU on this matter. 
 
Mr. Dolyniuk observed that a national standard length for B-trains no longer exists and it is detrimental to 
industry to have different length limits across Canada. He urged government representatives to consider 
that as they deliberate on CTA’s request. 
 
Mr. Cayouette recommended that, in the future, CTA consult with governments prior to beginning 
performance analyses. He also inquired if the proposed length limit would include rear aerodynamic 
devices.  Mr. Wood indicated boat tails had not been included in the CTA discussions on this matter.  
 
c) Low Bed and Double Drop Trailers 
Mr. Dolyniuk recalled discussions from previous years and the request from industry stakeholders that 
provinces and territories address double drop and low bed trailers.  He noted that such trailers were not 
analyzed when the MOU was first developed and the 12.5 m wheelbase requirement has created 
challenges as equipment to be carried has continued to get larger. He indicated that overall lengths are the 
same as traditional tractor-trailer combinations with the tractor wheelbase being the only difference.  He 
asked that the Task Force consider accommodating the combination as a special configuration within the 
MOU, recognizing the wheelbase exception.  

d) Tridem Drive Tractors 

Mr. Dolyniuk summarized allowable weights and dimensions on tridem drive tractors in Canadian 
provinces. He said industry would like to consider tridem drive tractors for general freight and noted they 
are allowed by regulation or permit from British Columbia to Ontario.  He added that they are only 
allowed in Quebec and the Maritime provinces on heavy haul loads.  He asked the Task Force to consider 
harmonizing weight and dimension limits of tridem drive tractors and he asked Quebec and the Atlantic 
Provinces to consider tridem drive tractors as a MOU vehicle.  

  

e) Driveaway Truck Transport Innovations 

Mr. Troha (JHT Holdings, Inc.) provided information about saddlemount configurations and operations in 
Canada and the United States.  He explained that JHT Holdings Inc. is seeking approval for extended 
length for its three-way forward extended and four-way combination saddlemounts to be transported from 
the US to locations throughout Canada as well as the ability to transit from a Quebec location through and 
between other provinces in the event of split loads. He said JHT is seeking approval for three-way and 
four-way driveway combinations of up to 29.5 m. 
 
f) Weight and Dimension Issues for LNG Powered Tractors 

Mr. Robert explained that his company is operating some LNG trucks and expects additional tractors to 
be added to the fleet in 2013.  He noted that the vehicles are more expensive but better for the 
environment.  He also noted that LNG-powered vehicles are 2500 lbs heavier as a result of carrying two 
fuel tanks and additional electrical sensors.  He asked the Task Force to consider making allowances for 
these vehicles as is the case in the US.  He suggested a weight allowance of 2500 lbs and an overall length 
limit of 26 m on B-trains should be offered for LNG-powered vehicles.  
 
Mr. Albrechtsen observed that British Columbia has granted a weight allowance for LNG-powered 
vehicles and said he did not agree with the approach.  He remarked that the gross vehicle weight limit 
should be respected and that impacts on pavement are not mitigated by fuel type.  
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Mr. Laskowksi (CTA) observed that there are different perspectives on the LNG issues and that 
stakeholders need to consider them carefully.  
 
Mr. Pearson thanked participants for the discussion and said the Task Force would discuss the issues that 
had been raised.  
 
g) “Supercube” Tractor Semitrailer Configuration 

Mr. Ellis (Wal-Mart) provided a presentation (Attachment 10) about the development of a “supercube” 
tractor-semitrailer configuration that includes a 60.5’ trailer coupled to a cabover tractor fitted with a 
drome box. He reported that the configuration was developed to fit within existing provincial regulations 
and to meet the performance criteria established for the MOU. He noted that the trailer offers 28% more 
cube space than a standard 53’ trailer, and the configuration provides 40% more cube space when a drome 
box is included.  He said the vehicle would soon be operating in Ontario and he expressed hope that it 
would become part of Canadian regulations so that it could be available for all transporters. 
 

Mr. Laskowski (Ontario Trucking Association) reported that two-thirds of the association’s membership 
is opposed to treating this vehicle like a traditional 53’ trailer.  He noted the OTA Board’s position can be 
found on the association website, and is supportive of a measured, controlled roll-out under specific 
conditions.  He suggested the trailer is specialized equipment and should be subject to analysis and pilot 
implementation to consider potential safety, environmental and economic impacts.   
 
In response to questions, Mr. Ellis confirmed that the vehicle had been subjected to dynamic performance 
testing and met the performance specifications of the MOU. 
 
Mr. Park (OBAC) commented that if the configuration meets the performance criteria and regulated limits 
there would appear to be no reason to oppose its usage.  
 
Mr. Billing (Consultant) noted that since the adoption of the MOU in 1988, it had been agreed that 
configurations should be governed by performance standards.  He said the supercube trailer is no different 
than a 53’ trailer, that its performance is within the envelope of a 53’ trailer but all dimensional space is 
used.  
 
Mr. Cipywnyk remarked that box length is limited to 16.2 m in Saskatchewan so the trailer would not be 
acceptable in the province.  He questioned whether Wal-Mart had considered turnpike doubles or Rocky 
Mountain doubles for its operations.  Mr. Ellis explained that the vehicle must be operational and able to 
service all of its stores and not all can accommodate double configurations.   
  

h) Roll Coupled Hitches Update 

Mr. Amlin (Wolf Trailer Company) provided a presentation (Attachment 11) reviewing research 
undertaken to test vehicle stability and safety performance of roll-coupled trailers.  He explained that a 
roll-coupling standard had been developed and he offered five recommendations for the consideration of 
the Task Force: 

-  House the standard for roll-coupled vehicles in the MOU 
-  Add roll-coupled truck trailer categories to MOU 
-  Allow medium and wide spread on roll-coupled tridem pony trailers 
-  Allow full weights on roll-coupled pony and full trailers 
-  Increase hitch offsets for roll-coupled trucks to 3.0 m; over 3.0 m under permit on case-by-case 

basis 
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Mr. Pearson invited comments or questions; none were offered.  He noted that the Task Force would 
discuss the recommendation at its upcoming meeting.  

i) Anti-lock Braking Systems in the Logging Sector 

Mr. Michaelson (FPInnovations) raised concerns based on anecdotal evidence about the high costs of 
maintenance of anti-lock braking systems on service roads in the logging sector.  He inquired if others 
had experience or information to share in this context. 
 
Mr. Robert concurred that anti-lock braking systems can be problematic in challenging conditions and 
maintenance and repair costs can be significant.   
 
Mr. Michaelson indicated the issue would be examined and further information provided to government 
members as appropriate.  

9. Development in the Pilot Car/Escort Vehicle Sector 

Ms. Murray (Sparrow Piloting Service) provided a presentation (Attachment 12) with updates about 
issues and initiatives in the pilot car industry across Canada.  

10. Other Business 

No other business was raised. 

11. Next Meeting 

It was noted that the next meeting would be convened in the fall of 2013, with dates and location to be 
confirmed.     

12. Adjournment  

In closing, Mr. Pearson acknowledged the time and effort contributed by presenters and thanked all 
participants for their contributions to a productive meeting.  
 
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned. 
 
Prepared by:  Sarah Wells 
Date Distributed:  December 17, 2012 
Revised:  January 2, 2013 
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Energy Costs 


Our Reality – Increasing Complexity! 
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UK vs. Canadian Standard 
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• Collaboration with multiple partners yields: 
– 60’6” trailer that meets provincial regulations 
– >28% more cube than standard 53’ trailer 
– >40% more cube when drome box is included 


Our Response – Supercube Trailer!  
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shared outside your organization without the expressed written consent of Walmart Canada Corp. 
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Proposed Revision to Subsection 223(1)
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Full-Sized Boat Tails
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Aerodynamics of Different Length Boat Tails


* Ratio of fuel efficiency : Δ drag coefficient is 0.6 : 1 (Visser). Not all results are directly 
comparable, e.g. NRC studied additive efficiency versus baseline side skirts and gap 
splitter (NRC figures derived from September 2010 report; EnergoTest studied 2‐ft boat 
tail without bottom panel and 4‐ft boat tail with bottom panel and was run at 62 mph. 


Efficiency Gains at 65 mph [% Fuel Saved (%Δ drag coefficient)]*
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The 1% Sacrifice
On balance, research literature indicates that restricting 


boat tail length below 4 feet, e.g. by limiting all panel 
length to 3 feet, or by limiting the bottom panel 2-2.5 
feet, is likely to:


limit the change in drag coefficient reduction by .015-.025
and
reduce fuel efficiency improvement at 100 kmph by .9-1.5%


Therefore, assuming a fuel efficiency sacrifice of 1%...
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The 1% Sacrifice – Energy Effect
• Annually, Canada’s ~295k Class 8 trucks:


– consume 13.7 billion gallons of diesel fuel; and
– emit 35 million metric tons of CO2
source: Sustainable Development Technology Canada (2009)


• If 20% of those Class 8 trucks – long‐haul trucks averaging 120k miles/yr at 6.1 
mpg, with 3 trailers per tractor – improve fuel efficiency by 1%:
– diesel fuel consumption falls by 12 million gallons
– CO2 emissions fall by 116k metric tons


• To reduce national emissions by 6% (equivalent to Canada’s target under the 
Kyoto Protocol):
– only 400 such reductions in fossil fuel consumption must take place, 


driven by choices of industry, consumers, politicians and regulators
source for Canada total GHG emissions: Environment Canada (2010)
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The 1% Sacrifice – Effect on Fleets
• The average profit margin of Canadian fleets is 1.1%


source: Sustainable Development Technology Canada (2009)


• Fuel costs of long‐haul fleets typically account for 20‐25% of 
operating expenses
source: private fleet data (2008‐2010)


• After equipment payback, a 1% 
reduction in fuel costs translates into an 
18‐23% increase in net income
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Presentation Overview
• Efficiency


• Marketplace


• Safety
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TrailerTail’s US Market Penetration
• 10,000+ units sold
• 120+ fleets
• 350 million total miles 


(560M km)
• 2.5 million gallon diesel 


fuel savings (9.5M litres)
• $10 million USD dollars 


saved 


• 25,000 metric tons of 
CO2 emission 
reductions (55M lbs)


US Miles Driven with TrailerTails® (in Millions)
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Canadian Fleet Case Study:
Groupe Trans-West


• Montreal-based, 300 trailer 
fleet


• 80% of distance in US


• 1 year of boat tail testing 
followed by full-fleet adoption


• 7.93 MPG fleet-wide average


• Annual fuel savings potential:
– 150,000 gallons (560K litres)
– $600,000 USD
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Presentation Overview
• Efficiency


• Marketplace


• Safety
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Flexible Boat Tails 
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Flexible Boat Tails 
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Flexible Boat Tails 
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Flexible Boat Tails 
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Flexible Boat Tails
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Flexible Boat Tails
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Flexible Boat Tails
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Winter Weather


Feedback from ~500 units with 1+ northern winters:
1. Reduced snow & ice on trailer doors
2. Top panels release snow before unsafe weight can accumulate
3. Bottom panel can accumulate snow if parked – minor 


inconvenience, not safety hazard
4. “Point-to” components
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Low-Speed Turning Radius


Source: California DOT Highway Design Manual, July 2008, pg 400-12. http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/oppd/hdm/pdf/chp0400.pdf
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Low-Speed Turning Radius


• TrailerTail® does NOT 
cross inner path


• TrailerTail® crosses 
outer path by less than 
existing side lights ~ 3” 
(7.6 cm)


Source: http://www.trailerwin.com/Trw00004.htm
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Safety Benefits
• Reduced sway when switching lanes or in high winds
• Improved visibility of trailing vehicles in 


heavy rain or snow
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• Extended boat tail may increase avoidance of fatal accidents
– Boat tail proximity to driver line‐of‐sight lessons the likelihood of 


impact with solid rear‐frame of trailer 


a) Impact with solid rear‐frame of trailer


Trailer no boat tail


Trailer with boat tail


b) Avoidance of solid rear‐frame of trailer


Car


Car


Bird’s Eye Representation of Passenger Vehicle – Trailer Interaction 


Safety Benefits








"The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Wolf Trailer Company, Inc


www.wolftrailer.com


Roll-Coupling Hitches for Heavy Trucks:


``improving safety & truck productivity``


Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy Meeting


December 5, 2012







Roll‐coupling hitch ‐ BC


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Tridem drive truck / tridem pony trailer







Roll‐coupling: how it works


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"







Why Roll‐coupling?


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


John Pearson, 1996, “Performance Based Truck Size and Weight Regulations: A Layman’s Guide”







Why Roll‐coupling?


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"







Roll‐coupling / Hitch Offset / LTR


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Pass


Fail







Roll‐coupling = New Configuration


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Pintle coupling


Roll-coupling units together results in:


1. Improved trailer stability at maximum 
axle weights


2. Acceptable LTR performance at 
longer hitch offsets – up to 3m.


Roll-coupling


Lack of roll-coupling results in:


1. poor dynamic performance (LTR)


2. less-than optimal payloads - trailer     
weights reduced by 3 t.


3. LTR performance very sensitive to  
longer hitch offsets 







Seperate Category for Auto Carriers in MoU


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"







Time for Regulatory Harmonization? 


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Provinces where roll‐coupling is used
(December 2012) 







New truck and pony trailer combt’n
– partial build in BC and final 
assembly in Man. for Sask. User


Not allowed to travel in Manitoba
empty but can operate at full weights 
in Saskatchewan.


Manitoba Trailer Mfg.







Operate in the four western 
provinces – various regs!


Harmonized rules needed for 
roll-coupled trailers


Harmonize length limit at 25 m.
for both trailer types


Oil & Gas Well Servicing







24 t. in BC, elsewhere 21 t.?


Harmonize pony trailer tridem 
axle  spacing for 24 t.


Harmonize full-trailer weights 
at 34 t. (4-axles)


BC Trailer Manufacturer







Engineering & Testing


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"







Proposed Truck / full‐trailer


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Overall length of 25m


Hitch offset limit 3.0m


34 tonnes on 4-axle trailer


26.1 tonnes on 3-axle trailer


Tandem or tridem 
drive truck







Proposed Truck / pony‐trailer


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Overall length of 23m


Hitch offset 3.0m


24 tonnes on tridem trailer


Tandem or tridem 
drive truck







Specialty Vehicles Using RC Hitches


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Oil & Gas – large user of pony trailer configurations


Truck / pony trailer with overall length requirement of 25m and 24 t. on trailer 


Sandman Picker Service
• BC, Alberta, Sask. & N. Dakota
• 2 roll-coupled units on order
• need harmonized regulations







Recommendations: regulation of r/c units


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


1. House the standard for roll-coupled vehicles in the MoU


2. Add roll-coupled truck trailer categories to MoU


3. Allow medium and wide spread on r/c tridem pony trailers 


4. Allow full weights on r/c pony and full trailers


5. Increase hitch offsets for r/c trucks to 3.0 m; over 3.0 m   
…under permit on case-by-case basis







Why Roll‐coupling?


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


John Pearson, 1996, “Performance Based Truck Size and Weight Regulations: A Layman’s Guide”







Thank You


Wolf Trailer "The Safer‐Trailer Company"


Wolf Trailer Company, Inc.
PO Box 1117,


Vernon, BC, V1T 6N4


Toll Free: 1-877-258-9653   Fax: 250-550-7519 


Email: Wolftrailer@shaw.ca  http://wolftrailer.com
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Purpose


The purpose of the presentation is to:


1. Provide a brief overview of Transport Canada’s ecoTECHNOLOGY for 
Vehicles Program; and,


2. Present an update on the eTV program’s multi-year testing & evaluation 
work-plan.
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• Part of Canada’s $870M Clean Air Agenda announced in 2011, eTV is a 
$37.9M Government of Canada program that tests and evaluates 
advanced light-duty vehicle (LDV) and heavy-duty vehicle (HDV) 
technologies.


• Focus of the program is on near-term commercial technologies that are 
anticipated to enter the Canadian market over the next 10-15 years. 


• Transport Canada’s eTV program coordinates testing priorities and shares 
results with key Canadian federal departments (i.e. Environment Canada, 
Natural Resources Canada), Provinces (i.e. Federal/Provincial working 
groups).


• Program results are being used by Canada to:


• inform the development of future vehicle environmental regulations; 
• guide the proactive development of new or revised safety regulations, 


standards, codes and guidelines; and,
• support the development of non-regulatory industry codes and 


standards that anchor the market and industry efforts to integrate new 
vehicle technologies.


About Transport Canada’s ecoTECHNOLOGY for Vehicles Program


Key program activities and outcomes … 3







PROGRAM ACTIVITIES AND OUTCOMES


Key activities include:
• in-depth integrated safety, 


performance and environmental 
testing of LDV and HDV 
technologies – will be conducted in 
laboratories, on test tracks, and in 
real world conditions;


• sharing or publishing technical 
reports, recommendations and 
guidance documents to inform the 
development of safety and GHG 
emissions regulations;


• input of technical information to 
support the development and 
alignment of non-regulatory 
(industry-based) codes and 
standards; and,


• participating in efforts to align 
codes, standards and regulations 
to support North American and 
global harmonization.


Key program outcomes include:


• Government of Canada able to assess 
the safety and environmental 
performance of advanced vehicle 
technologies and respond within 
regulatory framework;


• faster, safer and more cost-effective 
introduction of advanced technologies;


• increased alignment of codes and 
standards that better reflect Canadian 
realities;


• a more transparent and predictable 
market for Canadian technology 
development and equipment 
suppliers; and,


• economic benefits to Canadians 
through increased fuel savings and 
increased commercialization of 
technologies.


Technology Priorities … 4







TECHNOLOGY PRIORITIES


• The program’s Federal Steering Committee has endorsed the program’s Multi-Year Testing & Evaluation Work-
Plan, which included testing activities organized into six high-level technology priorities:


1. Electric Vehicles, including battery electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles;


2. Natural Gas Technologies, including compressed natural gas (CNG) and liquefied natural gas (LNG);


3. Biofuel Technologies, including biodiesel and various ethanol blends;


4. Hydrogen & Fuel Cell Technologies;


5. Light-duty Vehicle Power-train, Emissions and Aerodynamic Improvements; and,


6. Heavy-duty Vehicle Power-train, Emissions and Aerodynamic Improvements.
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The program is currently reviewing intelligent transportation system technologies for inclusion 
as a seventh technology area.







ecoTECHNOLOGY for Vehicles: Multi-year work-plan


• A Technical Expert Workshop was held on February 9, 
2012 in Ottawa, Ontario.  


• Over fifty scientists, engineers, policy analysts and other 
technical specialists from across six federal departments 
and three U.S agencies attended. 


• Six sessions were held around each of the program’s key 
technology priorities. Based on these discussions, 
twenty testing campaigns have been identified over the 
next 3-4 years.
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• Working-level technical committees, comprised of key representatives from government 
were formed to develop and support each project, and to build linkages with industry, 
academics and non-profit sectors.


• Over 15 testing program are currently underway in laboratories, on test tracks and 
through on-road trials across North America.







RECENTLY COMPLETED TESTING CAMPAIGNS


• Investigation of the traction performance of low 
rolling resistance and single-wide tires in winter 
conditions.


• Testing of EV audible alert systems to support 
Regulatory Cooperation Council efforts to develop 
quiet vehicle safety standards. 


• Cold weather testing on plug-in hybrid vehicles and 
battery electric vehicles to contribute to SAE 
standards development (SAE J1634, SAE J1711).


Rolling resistance and 
durability testing (Smithers 
Rapara)


GM Cold Weather Facility, 
Kapuskasing, ON
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ON-GOING TESTING:  HEAVY-DUTY VEHICLE POWER-TRAIN, 
EMISSIONS SYSTEMS AND AERODYNAMIC IMPROVEMENTS
Enhancing the drag reduction evaluation of HDV aerodynamic technologies
• Three-year project with the Canadian National Research Council's Institute for Aerodynamic Research. 
• Project will significantly enhance modelling of real-world performance of HDV aerodynamic devices, i.e. 


development of a Ground Effect Simulation System, correlation of results with on-road wind measurements, based 
on OEM HDV models.


• Results will help identify optimal combinations of aerodynamic technologies to enhance HDV aerodynamic 
efficiency.


• Subset of this project also will look at boat-tails in Canadian operating conditions.


Use of LIDAR to enhance reliability of vehicle aerodynamic drag assessments
• Project to develop and validate a non-intrusive wind LiDAR and associated analytical methods to enhance the 


reliability of aerodynamic drag assessments from test tracks. 
• Will help measure free-stream wind velocity vector far forward of a  travelling vehicle, enhancing reliability and 


accuracy of aerodynamic drag coefficient measurements.
• Results will help inform the development of coast-down test procedures for HDVs, and the development of 


aerodynamic technologies for HDVs. 


Use of cameras as HDV side-mirrors
• Part of a larger project that is investigating drag reduction technologies for HDVs that will look at replacing HDV 


side mirrors with on-board camera systems.
• Phase one (FY2012-13) will involve developing a conceptual method to evaluate camera concepts and wind tunnel 


testing. 
• Phase two (FY 2013-14) will involve conducting preliminary on-road in-field trials to examine operational and human 


factors considerations.
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ONGOING TESTING:  ELECTRIC VEHICLES


Cold Weather Performance Investigations
• Dynamometer testing to gather actuarial data on the performance of 


various EVs after several Canadian winters.
• Extended severe cold weather performance testing (up to -40°C) of several 


battery electric vehicles to be conducted in Winter 2013.


Quiet Vehicle Audible Alert Systems
• Conducted phase II testing on audible alert systems for quiet vehicles to 


support Canadian RCC efforts, in partnership with TC’s Road Safety group 
and NHTSA.


Battery Safety Investigations
• Partnership with TC’s Road Safety Group, which is leading the Canadian 


portion of RCC efforts with NHTSA to evaluate EV battery safety. 


Support for Canadian Codes & Standards Development 
• Participating in efforts to modernize and align the Canadian Electric Code


with US standards (UL) for electric vehicle service equipment. 
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Mitsubishi iMiEV undergoing 
cold weather testing.


Quiet vehicle noise emissions 
testing







ON-GOING TESTING:  RENEWABLE FUELS


Emissions testing of gasoline direct injection engines and various ethanol 
blends


• Emissions testing of GDI vs. PFI engines to assess the effects of various ethanol 
levels on PM emissions at various temperatures and blends to support RCC Air 
Pollutants (black carbon) work-plan.


• Long-term mileage accumulation and re-testing will be performed over a 24 
month period.


• Results will also support the development of reference fuel requirements for 
engine/vehicle certification.


Emissions testing of renewable diesel 


• Emissions testing of renewable diesel fuels/blends to measure emissions 
performance (including black carbon), cold temperature operation, and long-term 
effects of different renewable fuels on emission treatment systems and engine 
components.


• Long-term mileage accumulation and engine tear-down on several light HDV 
trucks will be performed. 


• Results will support RCC Air Pollutants (black carbon) work-plan.
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ON-GOING TESTING: COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS


Environmental and Performance Testing of CNG/LNG Vehicles 
• Laboratory testing (emissions/energy consumption) of several OEM dedicated 


and bi-fuelled CNG light-duty and heavy-duty trucks and Class VIII LNG tractors.


LNG Fuel Systems Safety Testing
• Working with TC’s Road Safety Division to assess the regulatory requirements 


for LNG vehicles. 


CFD Modelling of a Natural Gas Leak In an Enclosed Structure
• Conducting a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the risks of a leak from a 


CNG vehicle in an enclosed structure, versus conventional fuels.
• A computational fluid dynamics model will be developed and validated against 


stakeholder input and real-world CNG leakage incidents;
• Supporting the development of Canadian building code & CNG installation 


standards.


(Proposed) Evaluation of the winter performance of CNG Refuse Trucks
• Study of the winter performance capability of 58 OEM CNG refuse trucks in 


Winnipeg, MB.
• Under the auspices of the with NG Technical Advisory Group.
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Alternative Fuel Cross-Comparison


• Laboratory dynamometer testing  to cross-
compare various conventional and alternative 
fuelled vehicles over regulated duty cycles and 
temperatures.


• Cross comparisons will including electric, plug-in 
hybrid, CNG, propane, diesel and gasoline 
variants of  equivalent platforms.


• Supports Canadian participation in the 
International Energy Associations' Advanced 
Motor Fuels agreement.


LIGHT-DUTY VEHICLE POWER-TRAIN AND EMISSIONS SYSTEMS 
AND AERODYNAMIC IMPROVEMENTS 
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• The program is currently consulting with key Canadian federal departments, industry 
and other program stakeholders about several areas of future testing priorities, 
including:


• Intelligent Transport Systems: connected vehicle system in Canadian operational 
conditions, e.g. heavy-duty vehicle platooning concepts, environmental & safety 
impacts.


• Field Operational Trial to Assess the Influence of in-vehicle fuel consumption 
displays and training on driver behaviour.


• Low friction lubricants & advanced transmission technologies, e.g. 
improvements in emissions, fuel consumption performance. 


• Hydrogen fuel cell vehicle safety, energy consumption and range testing;


• Light-weighting materials.
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AREAS OF POTENTIAL FUTURE TESTING







CONTACT INFORMATION


Jim Lothrop P.Eng
Senior Director, Environmental and Transportation Programs


Transport Canada, Place de Ville, Tower C, Ottawa, Ont. K1A 0N5
Tel: (613) 998-1902 | Fax: (613) 949-3874


jim.lothrop@tc.gc.ca


Ryan Klomp
Manager, ecoTECHNOLOGY for Vehicles Program


Transport Canada, Place de Ville, Tower C, Ottawa, Ont. K1A 0N5 
Tel: (613) 949-2698 | Cell: (613) 513-7012 | Fax: (613) 949-3874


ryan.klomp@tc.gc.ca
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CANADA-UNITED STATES REGULATORY 
COOPERATION COUNCIL 







THE SHARED VISION
• Canada and the U.S. share a $1 trillion annual trade / investment relationship


 One in seven Canadian jobs is linked to exports to the U.S., and eight 
million jobs in the U.S. are supported by trade with Canada 


 Canada is the United States’ largest customer, and is the number one 
export market for 35 American states 


• Prime Minister Harper and President Obama announced the Shared Vision 
for Perimeter Security and Economic Competitiveness on February 4, 2011 


• The Shared Vision establishes a new 
long-term partnership between Canada 
and the United States to accelerate 
legitimate flows of people, goods and 
services, while strengthening both 
countries’ security and economic 
competitiveness







PUTTING THE SHARED VISION TO 
WORK 


• Leaders created two bi-national initiatives to realize Shared Vision goals:
• Regulatory Cooperation Council (RCC)
• Beyond the Border Working Group


• Two separate, yet complementary, Action Plans were released in December 
2011:


• Joint Action Plan on Regulatory Cooperation (“RCC Joint Action Plan”)
• Action Plan on Perimeter Security and Economic Competitiveness 


(“Beyond the Border Action Plan”)


• Designed to speed up legitimate trade and travel, improve security and 
economic competitiveness, and align regulatory approaches between the two 
countries, where appropriate







WHERE THE TWO ACTION PLANS 
INTERSECT


“Whereas this [Beyond the Border] Action Plan aims to enhance 
security and economic competitiveness through measures taken at 
our shared perimeter and border, the Regulatory Cooperation Council 
aims to better align our regulatory approaches to protect health, 
safety, and the environment while supporting growth, investment, 
innovation and market openness.”


“Some of the initiatives under this [Beyond the Border] Action Plan will 
complement the work of the Regulatory Cooperation Council and, 
indeed, could provide beneficial interim measures pending more 
fundamental regulatory solutions which may flow from the Regulatory 
Cooperation Council.”


-- Border Action Plan, Dec. 7, 2011







The Initial RCC Joint Action Plan
A starting point for change


The RCC Joint Action Plan:


• 29 specific initiatives for greater regulatory alignment: agriculture & food, 
health & consumer products, transport, the environment, cross-cutting 
issues – nanotechnology and small business lens


• The RCC Joint Action Plan focuses on regulatory requirements that are not 
principally targeted at the border (under AAFC, CFIA, TC, HC, EC, TBS, 
etc.), whereas the Border Action Plan focuses on border-specific  measures 
managed by CBSA, PS, CIC, CFIA, etc.


• Opportunity to:
• resolve existing misalignments while setting precedent for future 


solutions – lasting cooperation mechanisms to ensure ongoing 
regulatory alignment


• learn from specific initiatives to develop broader mechanisms that will 
avoid unnecessary regulatory differences in the future







EXECUTIVE ORDER PROMOTING 
INT’L REGULATORY COOPERATION


• An Executive Order promoting international regulatory 
cooperation was issued May 1st, 2012 by President Obama


Impact on Canada:
• When developing or reviewing significant regulations, U.S. 


agencies will now consistently consider international regulatory 
cooperation with countries where RCCs are in place


• Strong signal of U.S. commitment to RCC initiative
• Provides a lens to engage directly with the public and industry 


about regulatory cooperation
• Promotes regulatory cooperation best practices internationally
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TRANSPORT CANADA’S 
RCC WORKPLANS


Of the 29 RCC initiatives, 11 fall under the transportation theme as 
follows:


• Existing Motor Vehicle Safety Standards
• New Motor Vehicle Safety Standards
• Life Saving Appliances
• Construction/Safety Standards for Small Craft
• Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS)
• Intelligent Transportation Systems
• Alignment of Dangerous Goods Means of Containment
• Marine Transportation Security Regulations
• Regulatory Oversight Regime on the Great Lakes & St. 


Lawrence Seaway
• Rail Safety Standards
• Locomotive Emissions 7







STATUS OF RCC’S WORK
• RCC requests public/stakeholder input Spring 2011


• Bi-national working groups established  Mid-2011


• Consultations summary report released  August 2011


• RCC Joint Action Plan released December 2011


• Formal stakeholder meetings  January 2012


• Working Group/overarching consultations Ongoing since Spring 
2012


• Executive Order promoting int’l regulatory May 2012 
cooperation issued by President Obama 


• Work plans detailing implementation Spring/Summer/Fall 2012
of 29 initiatives completed and released  
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NEXT STEPS


• Departments continue to implement the agreed upon work plans 
with their U.S. counterparts


• Canada and the U.S are currently discussing interim progress 
report and next steps beyond April 2013 
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QUESTIONS?












1998 TEA-21
No significant 


change


1991
ISTEA 
freeze 


1956‐ Federal 
S&W enacted


1974 -
Weight 
limits 


increase


200519951985197519651955


1978 – Federal 
oversight 


strengthened 


1982 - NN 
designated;


STAA vehicles 
defined


2005
SAFETEA-LU


No Significant 
Change


Energy Act of 
2005


- APU’s







 9,071 kg. (20,000 lbs.) for single axles


 15,422 kg. (34,000 lbs.) for tandem axles


 36,287 kg. (80,000 lbs.) gross vehicle weight


 2.6 m. (102 in.) width on the NN


 TST semitrailers not less than 14.6 m. (48 ft.)


 There is no federal height regulation







 U.S. DOT, in consultation with state motor carrier safety 
personnel, will conduct a survey and comparative 
assessment of truck parking facilities in each state no 
later than 18 months after MAP-21 has been enacted (by 
4/1/14)


 The survey and comparative assessment will include:
 An evaluation of each state’s capability to provide adequate 


parking and rest facilities for commercial motor vehicles engaged 
in interstate transportation


 An assessment of the commercial motor vehicle traffic volumes in 
each state


 The development of a system of metrics to measure the adequacy 
of commercial motor vehicle parking facilities in each state


MAP-21: Freight Transportation 4







 U.S. DOT, in consultation with each state and other 
applicable federal agencies, shall start a comprehensive 
size and weight study within 45 days of the enactment 
date for MAP-21 (by 11/15/12) (Section 32801)


 U.S. DOT shall submit a final report on the study, 
including all findings and recommendations, to  Congress 
no later than two years after the study has been started 
(by 11/15/14)


MAP-21: Freight Transportation 5







 U.S. DOT in consultation with the state, shall 
compile various items related to state truck size and 
weight laws (Section 32802):
 List of routes on the National Highway System where 


vehicles that exceed federal truck size and weight limits 
were permitted to operate prior to the adoption of MAP-21


 List of states that designated or permitted designation of 
size and weight regulations in excess of federal law prior to 
the adoption of MAP-21


U.S. DOT shall submit a final report that compiles 
the state truck size and weight laws to Congress(by 
10/1/14)


MAP-21: Freight Transportation 6







 States will have the ability to issue special permits 
during emergencies to overweight vehicles and loads that 
can be easily dismantled or divided (Section 1511)


 Requirements and restrictions for this permit issuing 
ability include:
 The President has declared the emergency to be a major disaster 


under the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency 
Assistance Act


 The permits are issued in accordance with state law
 The permits are issued exclusively to vehicles and loads that are 


delivering relief supplies


 The permit issued shall expire no later than 120 days 
after the date of the declarationMAP-21: Freight Transportation 7







 Idling technology size and weight allowance for attached 
auxiliary power units on commercial motor vehicles is 
increased from 400 pounds/vehicle to 550 
pounds/vehicle (Section 1510)


 Exemption for public transit vehicles on axle weight 
restrictions, originally introduced in ISTEA, is made 
permanent (Section 1522). Motor homes are now also 
included in the axle weight restriction exemption. 


MAP-21: Freight Transportation 8







 Amount of federal funds withheld if states fail to comply with U.S. 
Code Title 23, Section 127(a)(1) is reduced from 100% to 50% of the 
state’s apportionment (Section 1404)


 Amount of federal funds withheld if a state fails to certify it is 
enforcing all vehicle size and weight laws on the Federal-aid System 
or if the U.S. DOT determines a state is not adequately enforcing its 
vehicle size and weight laws is modified from 10% to 7% of the 
state’s apportionment, and the reduction only applies to the 
programs listed in U.S.C. Title 23, Section 104(b), paragraphs 1-5, 
rather than all the programs listed in Section 104


 Amount of federal funds withheld if a state does have proof of 
payment for heavy vehicles subject to the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, Section 4481 is reduced from 25% to 8% of the state’s 
apportionment, and now applies to the National Highway System 
funding component (Section 104(b)(1)) rather than the Interstate 
Maintenance funding component (Section 104(b)(4))


MAP-21: Freight Transportation 9







NIST – Weigh-In-Motion Project


 Virtual Weigh Station


Overweight Trucks and Safety – Luke Loy







 Purpose – Amend NIST’s Handbook 44 to include HS - WIM technology for 
mainline screening.


 Work group kickoff meeting was held in Dallas, TX. in July, 2011.


 Draft WIM standards language was developed last Fall.


 Original contract came to term at end of January, Project not complete.


 Second contract in place, technical meeting coming up soon to get work group 
feedback on Draft Amendment language.


 Goal is to have the Amendment on the National Weights and Measures 
Conference agenda for vote in the Summer of 2014.







Purpose:  Construct Two (2) “Model” VWS Sites Based on 
“Concept of Operations” and “Architecture”


 Concept of Operations Completed in July, 2009;


 Architecture Completed in August, 2011;


 One Site in Tennessee and One in Kentucky, Supports FMCSA’s WRI 
Research Program;


 Solicitation for Proposals Complete, Proposals Under Review;


 Project Includes a Maintenance Component to Ensure Sites 
Continue to Operate Long Enough to Support Technology Transfer 
to Interested States


 This Project has Direct Ties and Linkages to USDOT “Smart 
Roadside Initiative”








Low Rolling Resistance Tires
Winter Performance







The Fine Print


• Gross performance differences (if any) of 
tires
– NOT an exercise in ranking tires


• Tire selection independent of manufacturer 
support
– Sourced through consumer channels
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Methodology


• Lab Based Testing


• Vehicle Based Testing
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Laboratory Based Testing







Purpose for Lab Tests


• Quantify performance differences


• Help correlate vehicle test results
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Limitations


• Single tire sample per test
• Snow traction test is an outdoor test


– Weather dependent
– Relative


• Trends & gross differences only
– No ranking
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Tests to be Performed


• Rolling Resistance Measurement
– Smithers Ravenna, OH facility


• Durability Testing
– Smithers Ravenna, OH facility


• Snow Traction
– Smithers Raco, MI facility
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Rolling Resistance 
Results
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Rolling Resistance 
Results
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Durability Testing


• Allows qualitative comparison, does NOT 
model or predict life


• Base test only establishes an absolute 
minimum level for road worthiness
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Durability Testing 
Results
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Durability Testing 
Results
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Durability Testing
Notes


• At its core, the durability test is only an 
acceptance test.


• Durability test does NOT model or predict 
actual service life.
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Snow Traction Testing


• Based on ASTM F1805, modified for heavy 
truck tires


• Results are normalized against a “control” 
tire


• Forward (driving) traction only.
– No lateral component (such as cornering)
– No braking
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Snow Traction 
Apparatus


15Image credit: Smithers Rapra







Snow Traction Results
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Snow Traction Results
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Snow Traction Results
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Lab Results Summary


• Rolling Resistance
– SmartWay verified have much lower RR


• Durability
– Comparable to non-SmartWay


• Snow Traction
– Comparable to non-SmartWay
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Vehicle Based Testing







Purpose for Vehicle 
Based Testing


• Does SmartWay verification mean 
significantly reduced winter performance?


• Lab vs. Actual


• Vehicle interaction effects?
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Vehicle Setup


• Extensive instrumentation
– Vehicle computer
– GPS
– IMU


• Other additional data
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Tests to be Performed


• Stopping Distance Measurement


• Turning Test
– On/off ramp analogue
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Limitations


• Single configuration sample per test
• Weather dependent
• Trends & gross deficiencies only


– No ranking
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Snow Traction Results
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Snow Traction Results
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Stopping Distance 
Results
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Turning Test


• Simulation of on/off ramp


• Road holding ability


• 180 degree turn, 23 m radius
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Turning Test Results


• Pass/Fail only
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Turning Test Entry Speed
20 km/h 25 km/h 30 km/h 35 km/h


A/A Pass Pass Pass FAIL


B/B Pass Pass FAIL not 
attempted


C/C Pass Pass Pass FAIL


C/D Pass Pass Pass FAIL


E/E Pass Pass Pass FAIL


F/F Pass Pass Pass FAIL







Vehicle Testing 
Results Summary


• Stopping Distance
– Comparable to non-SmartWay
– No adverse system interaction


• Turning/Road Holding
– Comparable to non-SmartWay
– No adverse system interaction
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Questions?








The SmartWay Transport Partnership –
Now Available in Canada


December 5, 2012
COMT Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy







Overview
 The role of the Office of Energy Efficiency
 Introduction to the SmartWay Transport 


Partnership
 Introduction to SmartWay’s Affiliates Partner 


Program 







Natural Resources Canada’s Office of Energy 
Efficiency’s priority is to…


Innovate for competitiveness and 
environmental performance through:


• energy efficiency practices 
• low carbon energy sources







We deliver on this priority by …


Making the 
stock more 


efficient


Making 
energy 


performance 
more visible


Making 
operations 


more 
efficient


Making 
energy


efficiency
more 


affordable
Building
Codes


Increasing
alternative 


fuel use







FleetSmart has been helping fleets save fuel 
since 1990’s….
Consists of a full suite of tools and best practices
 SmartDriver training:
 Educates professional drivers on fuel efficient driving
 Provides standardized curricula in workshop and web 


based E-learning format
 Also available through EPA SmartWay for American 


truck drivers
 Fuel management training
 Promote adoption of after-market technologies
www.fleetsmart.nrcan.gc.ca
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.… and now NRCan will deliver EPA’s 
SmartWay Transport Partnership in Canada


Why bring SmartWay to Canada?
 Freight transportation happens in a North American context
 US shippers are requiring Canadian carriers to become 


SmartWay members for their business
 3,000 freight shippers and carriers currently participate


 250 Canadian companies


Recent focus on the impact of supply chains increases 
pressure for companies to stay ahead of the curve


 WRI & WBCSD’s Greenhouse Gas Protocol, Scope 3 Corporate 
Value Chain Accounting and Reporting Standard


SmartWay complements other Government of Canada 
transportation-related initiatives


 Future Heavy-Duty Vehicle and Engine Greenhouse Gas 
Emission Regulations







What is the SmartWay Transportation 
Partnership?
 An innovative partnership between public and private 


stakeholders with the shared goal of saving fuel and 
reducing greenhouse gases and air pollution from the 
freight transportation supply chain


 It links shippers with an interest in greening their supply 
chains with SmartWay-recognized fuel-efficient carriers


 Other organizations with an interest in greening the 
freight transportation supply chain can participate as 
SmartWay Affiliates and Community Members







SmartWay provides one standardized 
measurement framework for Canada and the US
 Canada/US Program delivery is seamless 


 Natural Resources Canada is delivering this Program in Canada
 Program delivery guided by a Letter of Agreement (July 2012)


 Program tools are the same either side of the 
border


 Canadian tools offered in French and English and use metric 
system
 Partners only need to register in one country to be recognized in 
both countries


 New tools are ‘rolled out’ in coordination with US
 Logo qualifications are the same across the border







• Carrier Data Collection tools 
• Truck, Logistics, Multimodal and Rail Tools
• All industry and academically peer reviewed
• Data collected: fuel use, km travelled, revenue km, 


average payload, volume class and model year, fleet 
operational and equipment type


• Shipper Tool
• Industry and academically peer reviewed
• Calculates emission inventories and efficiencies 


based on carrier mix


• SmartWay Database
• Stores and manages all SmartWay data


• SmartWay Websites
• Contain downloadable versions of all tools, user 


guides, technical documentation, coming soon-
webinars


SmartWay Components
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SmartWay collects carrier data, quality checks it, and 
calculates emissions rates that shippers and carriers use 


to optimize their performance. 


Carrier
Data SmartWay 


Process


CO2
g/km


CO2
g/ton-


km


NOx 
g/km


NOx 
g/ton-


km


PM10 
g/km


PM10 
g/ton-


km


PM2.5 
g/km


PM2.5 
g/ton-


km


Shipper 
Tool


These 
indicate fuel 
efficiency!







• Users of transport services can compare service providers and consider 
emissions/fuel efficiency in the contracting process


• Providers of transport services can benchmark themselves against
peers


SmartWay connects companies that need goods moved with 
transporters that have been ranked by their emissions rates


For freight transportation services:


 A tool to compare


OR


 A stamp of approval







SmartWay relies on a collaborative 
approach through its Affiliate Partners


 An affiliate can be:
• Non-Profit (e.g., industry associations, NGOs; and government 


bodies) 
• Retailers of SmartWay-verified add-on technologies


 SmartWay Affiliates choose the strategy that works best for them to 
promote SmartWay. Examples include:


• Provide link to the SmartWay website (www.smartway.nrcan.gc.ca) on 
your website 


• Explain to constituents about specific components of SmartWay 
• Distribute, feature and promote materials about SmartWay 
• Recruit new Affiliates or assist other Affiliates with recruiting
• Publish articles or other informational materials 
• Communicate with your members about the program 







Jennifer Tuthill
jennifer.tuthill@nrcan.gc.ca


613-960-4739
www.smartway.nrcan.gc.ca


smartway.canada@nrcan-rncan.gc.ca
1-855-322-1564








Ministry of Highways and Infrastructure  
Strategic Planning and Policy Branch


Triple B-train 







Graphic Representation of B-train 
Triple







Routing


• Regina to Saskatoon – max gvw 93,500 t


• Return trip – max gvw 63,500 kg


• Max 24,000 kg on tridem group


• Restricted to Highway #11 between Regina and 
Saskatoon via Pinky Road, Highway No. 1 and Ring Road 


• Traffic lights installed at left turn crossing of Highway 1







Driver Training


• Driver requirements


– Minimum of 24 months or 150,000 kilometres driving 
Long Combination Vehicles.  


– No criminal code violations in the prior 36 months, no 
more than two moving violations in the prior 12 
months and no more than three in the prior 36 
months


– Completed a Professional Driver Improvement Course 
within every 48 month period


– Completed a Long Combination Vehicle Driver 
Training Course







Operating Restrictions


• Maximum 90 km/h with speed recording device for 
monitoring purposes


• Operating is not allowed between the hours of 6:00 and 
21:00


• Required to have a flashing amber light at the rear of the 
configuration


• Inclement weather restrictions


• Restricted to operation on Highway #11 via Pinky Road, 
Highway No. 1 and Ring Road between Regina and 
Saskatoon







Operating Restrictions


• Inclement weather restrictions


• November 1st and March 31st


• Highway Hotline reports the following : 
– Travel Not Recommended 


– Ice Covered 


– Heavy Snow 


– Closed 


– Visibility Zero 


• or when visibility is reduced to 300 metres or less 


• or when the operation may otherwise pose a particular 
safety hazard.







Questions???
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Hazards on the Road







WESTERN  CANADA  PILOT  CAR  ASSOCIATION


The Western Canada Pilot Car Association was formed in February 2012 , after an 
unfortunate accident.  On January 14, 2012 near Fort McMurray, Alberta,  a pilot
operator lost her life while carrying out the duties of her job.  After an outcry for
changes to safety policies and a need for public awareness of the dangers involved
in the transportation of over dimensional loads, the WCPCA was formed.


The first goal of the WCPCA is to seek change and support  from government
bodies to promote safety on our highways throughout Western Canada.


A membership provides an individual with:


‐The ability to attend general public meetings
‐The opportunity to bring forward and address new ideas to improve safety 
standards in relation to the movement of over dimensional loads
‐The right to a vote on these issues, thus contributing to greater safety on our
highways     







Western Canada Pilot Car Association’s primary goal is to improve driver safety through
Increased public awareness, industry training and legislative initiatives.


Western Canada Pilot Car Association contact information:


Email Address:   WCPCA2012@gmail.com


President:  Larry Boroski ………………..780‐722‐7152
Vice President:   Ken Clarke  …………….780‐235‐7095
Secretary:   Tanis Kucher …………………403‐357‐6668
Treasurer:   Heather Fraser  ……………..780‐919‐6344


The Association currently has active members from 
Alberta, British Columbia, Yukon and Saskatchewan.  


New members are coming on board as they
learn about  the Association.







The following is an overview of what has been happening since the formation of the
Western  Canada  Pilot  Car  Association  in regards to a comprehensive training program.


•Meetings of the steering committee chaired by Tara Stroud, AMTA, have got to the point of
ten (10) proposed modules


•Both Saskatchewan Transportation and Saskatchewan Trucking Association are interested in
what is occurring in Alberta. The President of the WCPCA has been in touch with both parties
and is currently putting people at the STA in touch with the parties at AMTA so that they may
work together.


•The AMTA is contacting their counterparts in British Columbia to keep them up to date on the  
progress.


•There appears to be discussions within Alberta Transportation regarding a compulsory training 
program, which is what we in the industry are working towards.


•Planning is in the works to bring all parties together for further discussions on the progression
of the program







PROPOSED  COURSE  MODULES:


1. INTRODUCTION  TO  PILOTING
a)  Overview of the industry
b)  When and why are pilot vehicles required


2. LEGISLATION
a)  Acts & Legislation
b)  Load Dimensions/Pilot Requirements
c)  Permits
d)  Curfews
e)  Rules of the Road/Regulations


3. BASIC  PILOT  VEHICLE  REQUIREMENTS
a)  Vehicle specifications
b)  Safety equipment required
c)  Insurance


i)  commercial vehicle insurance
ii)  commercial general liability
iii)  WCB







4. ROLES  OF  PILOT  DRIVERS
a)  Front Lead Position
b)  Front Second Position
c)  Rear Position
d)  Rear/Trailer Operator Position


5. PRE – TRIP  MEETING
a)  Position/Role Assignments
b)  Hazard and Off Track Awareness


i)  GPS
c)  Equipment check
d)  Permit Review and Route Verification
e)  Outside contractors and their roles







6. COMMUNICATION
a)  Radio Operation


i)  VHS
ii)  CB


b)  Recognizing what needs to be communicated and when
c)  Communication responsibilities in each role


i)  Front Lead Position
ii)  Front Second Position
iii)  Rear Position
iv)  Rear/Trailer Operator Position
v)  Driver of the Over Dimensional Load


d)  Language and Terminology


7. MANEUVERING TECHNIQUES
a)  Street Lights
b)  Counter‐flow
c)  Bridges
d)  Right Turns
e)  Left Turns
f)  Pork Chops
g)  Crossing Major Highways
h)  Hairpins
i)  Construction Sites







8. SAFETY  AWARENESS  DURING  MOVEMENT
a)  Load Securement
b)  Weather Conditions
c)  Hours of Service/Fatigue Management
d)  Safe Pull‐Off Areas
e)  Parking the Load for the Night
f)  Farm machinery
g)  Transportation Dangerous Goods
h)  Emergency Preparedness


i)  Accident Scenes


9. RELATIONSHIP  MANAGEMENT
a)  Carrier/Contractor Management
b)  Public
c)  Enforcement Officers
d)  Communities


10. FLAGGING  AND  TRAFFIC  CONTROL







Pilot Vehicles







PROPOSED  CONTENT  TO INCLUDE  IN  A PILOT  OPERATOR  FLAGGING  TRAFFIC  CONTROL  COURSE


**All the following MUST be done for various types of scenarios – Single Pilot Jobs; Two Pilot
Jobs and Multiple Pilot Jobs


1. Must be a minimum of 18 years of age
2. Must be physically able to get quickly in and out of pilot vehicles as well as being able to hold


equipment required to direct traffic
3. We need a set of standardized signals for – Stop; Slow Down; Move Over; Proceed – hand 


signals for when radio communication is not available; signals using flags on sticks; signals
for using the traffic wand; signals using Stop/Slow paddle


4. Come up with a standardized best practices procedure for stopping traffic at the following
obstacles:  a)straight on bridge; b)bridge where road/highway has a curve that obstructs view
c)bridge at bottom of a hill; d)guard rails; e)railway crossings


5. Come up with a standard best practices procedure for slowing traffic when both load and pilot 
are travelling highway speed going through small bridges & guard rails where stopping
traffic would not be feasible


6. Come up with a standard best practices procedure for stopping and parking traffic on narrow
highways where it is not always possible for both regular traffic and an oversize load to 
meet each other


7. Come up with a standard best practices procedure for stopping traffic in cities/towns when a
load has to maneuver to avoid traffic lights, overhead signs & wires, underpasses, light poles,
trees, making turns







8. Come up with a standard best practices procedure for directing traffic during a breakdown
or accident on the highway


9. Come up with a standard best practices procedure for directing traffic when 
loading/unloading on a highway or city street


10. Come up with a standard best practices procedure for stopping traffic when having to cross
a busy multi‐lane highway


11. Come up with a standard best practices procedure for  NIGHT MOVES.  These are even more
hazardous to us as visibility is severely reduced due to darkness


12. Have portion of course going over dangers to be aware of – vehicles not slowing, vehicles
deliberately aiming for you, drunk drivers, drivers not paying attention, drivers with
road rage, stones being kicked up by tires; heat, cold, wind, rain, ice, etc


13. Portion of course for incident reporting. What you need for a report – ei: description of 
vehicle, license number, description of driver, time & date, location, what was being done
at the time, etc


14. Traffic control equipment: Stop/Slow paddle; flags on sticks; lighted traffic wand; 
reflective/high visibility vest and/or other reflective clothing; two‐way hand held radio


15. Need information on Liability







16. Get government departments (Highways, WCB, OH&S) (and eventually Insurance
Issuers) to recognize, accept and strongly recommend having a completed Training
Certificate as a condition of doing the work


17. Instructors must be Canadian and should have a base training area in each province
in order to decrease course cost due to travel expenses of instructors and to make 
the course more readily accessible to pilots in all areas


18. Make participants in course physically work with signs and flags during the course
19. Possible test for passing course – actual traffic control on street/intersection in


city traffic
20. Add traffic control rights into regulations for pilot car operators, when on the job, similar


to what Alberta has done







PILOT  VEHICLE  OPERATOR – JOB  DESCRIPTION


Physical  Requirements:


a) Must be a minimum of 18 years of age


b) Have the ability to sit in a vehicle for extended periods of time with few breaks


c) Be able to drive an escort vehicle safely under adverse driving conditions


d) Must be able to communicate with other members of the load hauling team, including radio 
communications


e) Must be able to hear and understand warnings


f) Must be able to stand along the roadside and direct traffic for extended periods


g) Must be able to read a measuring pole or tape to determine height or width of the oversize load


h)     Must be able to read a map and read and understand road signs







Mental  Requirements:


a) Must be able to recognize a hazardous condition


b) Must be able to maintain focus on the job even under hazardous conditions


c) Must be able to follow directions and make necessary decisions relating to the safe 
movement of the oversize load


Valid Driver’s License from home jurisdiction REQUIRED.







Hours: 3 to 14 hours a day with infrequent breaks and meals often eaten on the job. 
The work shift may vary from day to day depending on the contract, weather, road 
conditions and load permit restrictions.


Nature and Scope of Work Duties: Must have a valid driver’s license issued by their home
jurisdiction. Work may be anywhere in Canada on main highways, rural roads, city streets, 
mountain paths, ice roads and site roads.  Responsible for warning the motoring public of 
hazards imposed by “Oversize Loads” being transported through each jurisdiction. 
Responsible for helping protect high value equipment from impacting narrow bridges and low 
overhead structures that may damage “Oversize Loads” in the process of moving.


Work Location:  May extend throughout Canada.







Productivity Standard:  Must be able to stay with the “Oversize Load” and perform all 
necessary observation, voice and hand signals, and other functions necessary for safety 
until released by the contracting agency or load driver.


Tasks and Responsibilities: Must drive in a safe manner, warning the motoring public 
of the “Oversize Load”.  Must be able to read and comprehend written instructions.  
Must be able to understand and follow verbal instructions.  Must be able to read road 
maps and escort the “Oversize Load” safely to the destination.  Must be able to use the 
radio and communicate effectively with other members of the load management team.
Determine the ability of the “Oversize Load” to cross narrow bridges and avoid low 
structures.  Respond to  emergencies by using traffic control techniques. Assist the load 
driver in manoeuvring the “Oversize Load” from one lane to another, across bridges, 
through curves and on city streets. All other tasks that may from time to time be 
necessary for safe load movement while not unnecessarily endangering the pilot 
operator. 







EQUIPMENT







STANDARD  EQUIPMENT ‐ To Be Carried in Vehicle


a) Two Way Radio – usually CB and/or VHF Radios
b) Reflective Vest – to be worn while escorting
c) Stop/Slow Paddle – for traffic control
d) Traffic  Wand – for traffic control
e) Hard Hat – various colours
f) Flags on sticks – 3 – minimum 40 x 40 cm (16 x 16 inches) red or orange
g) Fire Extinguisher – 5 pound recommended
h) First  Aid Kit
i) Hazard  Kit – minimum 3 reflective triangles
j) Traffic  Cones – minimum 3 – 18 inches high – preferably 6 or more







BORDER  CROSSINGS  ‐ NAFTA


An issue that has been coming up quite often lately is pilot cars crossing between
Canada and the United States.  Companies frequently use USA pilot car companies
because their charges to do the job are less than those charged in Canada.


In Eastern Canada there has previously not been much of a problem as the charges between
Canadian and USA pilots were quite close, and signage setup requirements were quite similar, 
with Canada being the red & white “D” and the USA having “Oversize Load”. 


However, since the USA recession and Canada’s relative economic stability, there has been
a marked increase in companies using USA pilots coming in to Canada. 







Pilot cars on the Canadian side have grown increasingly edgy as they lose work to the
American pilots. Whereas when they run south of the border they have faced increased
restrictions on how they operate in the USA and increased opposition in the USA from the
very  same USA pilots who freely cross in to Canada.


So the Canadian pilots began to lobby for changes – the same as their American counterparts.


The result has been that at a few border crossings American pilot vehicles have been stopped
and sent back; and a few Canadian pilot vehicles have been stopped and sent back as well.


Since this has been happening, various people have started looking at NAFTA for any mention
of a remedy for this particular happening.







In this case, NAFTA does have a few words.  This is under the section regarding
Temporary Foreign Workers Guidelines.


This particular section is as follows:
“The parties to the NAFTA have agreed that while pilot‐vehicle drivers
cannot be defined under the Distribution provision of 
Appendix 1603.A.1 , their entry should nonetheless be facilitated. 
Persons operating highway pilot vehicles (vehicles leading and 
following trucks transporting over‐size loads or hazardous cargo)
can be authorized to enter Canada as a member of a crew, pursuant 
to R186(s) provided the foreign pilot‐vehicle driver is accompanying
a foreign‐owned and foreign‐registered vehicle.  Ownership of the
pilot vehicle is not relevant. This is consistent with the 
U.S. interpretation of pilot‐vehicle drivers entering the U.S. from
Canada.”


The other criteria, especially for Western Canada, is that the pilot vehicle meet
the provincial standards for signage, equipment, insurance and licensing (commercial)
of the province they will be travelling through. Which is what Canadian pilot vehicles
must do when they travel to the USA with an oversize load. 







YEAR TOTAL # # INJURY # DEATH # NIGHT


2012 73 66 23 22


2011 178 163 58 53


2010 69 74 26 19


2009 52 38 22 11


2008 22 10 13 3


2007 16 16 12 2


2006 14 12 6 3


2005 3 4 3 3


2004 6 2 3


2003 4 2


2002 5 5 5 1


2001 4 4 4 1


2000 1 1







FARM  EQUIPMENT


Chart is for updated information on accidents involving farm equipment on roads.


Accidents are staying fairly high with a large number still occurring after dark.









